A model for transcription initiation in human mitochondria
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INTRODUCTION

The remnants of the ancient single-subunit RNA polymerases of the Pol A family can be found in modern bacteriophages and DNA-maintaining organelles, such as plastids and mitochondria. In the latter, these RNAPs are charged with responsibility to synthesize mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA, and to make RNA primers for replication (1–3). Even though some mitochondrial genomes are small (e.g. human mtDNA), regulation of mitochondrial gene expression is an elaborate process that occurs at various stages and involves many auxiliary factors and DNA and RNA modifying enzymes (4–8). Numerous mitochondrial dysfunctions are associated with defects in expression of mitochondrial genes and contribute to aging and severe pathologies and dysfunctions (9). At the beginning of the gene expression process, transcription of human mitochondrial DNA requires assembly of an initiation complex (IC) composed of mitochondrial RNA polymerase (mtRNAP) and two core transcription factors: TFAM and TFB2M (10–12). Recent studies demonstrated that mtRNAP is recruited to the promoter by formation of direct interactions with the nucleoid protein, TFAM (Figure 1A) (13,14). The resulting complex, called the pre-IC, lacks specificity toward DNA and cannot initiate transcription unless another transcription factor, TFB2M, is bound (13). Upon binding, the N-terminus of TFB2M reaches the active site of mtRNAP where it interacts with the priming substrate and assists in promoter melting (15). However, neither TFB2M nor TFAM binding sites on mtRNAP have been identified and thus the overall architecture of the IC as well as the pre-IC remains obscure. In this work, using biochemical, genetic and structural data we build a comprehensive map of interactions between all components of the IC. These data allowed us to construct a model of transcription initiation which is essential for understanding of molecular mechanisms of promoter binding and recognition and future studies of regulation of gene expression in human mitochondria.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Expression and purification of the components of human mitochondrial transcription

TFB2M (res 21–396) carrying 6-His tag at the C-terminus was obtained by deletion of the intein region from pTYB11-TFB2M construct described previously (15). For cross-linking experiments a variant of TFB2M having an engineered protein kinase (PKA) site at the C-terminus (…RRASVHHHHHH) was used. TFAM, TFB2M and mtRNAP variants were obtained by site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange, Agilent) as described (13) and purified as in (15).
Figure 1. Identification of the key interactions between mtRNAP and transcription factors. (A) Schematic model of transcription initiation in mitochondria. TFAM recruits mtRNAP to promoter to form a pre-initiation complex (pre-IC). TFB2M binding to the pre-IC results in promoter melting and formation of an ‘open’ IC. Protein–protein interactions in pre-IC and IC were probed by pBpa cross-linking (blue stars); interactions between TFB2M variants and mtRNAP—with DSG cross-linker (yellow star); DNA–protein interactions—with photo reactive base analogs, 4-thioUMP and 6-thioGMP (red stars). (B) Structure of TFAM showing major cross-link sites in the C-terminus. Conserved ‘RKD loop’ in the C-terminal domain of TFAM (PDB ID 3TMM) is shown illustrating location of residues which substitution to pBpa resulted in cross-link with mtRNAP. (C) Mapping of TFAM-233pBpa cross-link to mtRNAP. The pre-ICs were assembled using mutant mtRNAPs having a single asparagine-glycine (NG) pair at position 408, 443, 462 or 493 and 32P-labeled 233pBpa-TFAM, UV-irradiated and treated with hydroxylamine (lanes 2, 4, 6 and 8). Cleavage pattern is consistent with location of the major cross-linking site in the region 444–462 of the D helix of mtRNAP. (D) Mapping of TFAM-227pBpa cross-link to mtRNAP. The pre-ICs were assembled using mutant mtRNAPs having a single NG pair at position 150 and 32P-labeled 217pBpa-TFAM or 227pBpa-TFAM, UV-irradiated and treated with hydroxylamine (lanes 3 and 4). In both reactions the N-terminal mtRNAP fragments were labeled (lanes 3 and 4), suggesting that the cross-link is to region 44–150 in mtRNAP. These data, taken together with the finding that Δ119 mtRNAP efficiently cross-links to the 227pBpaTFAM (13), suggest that the cross-linking is to the interval 120–150. Lanes 1–3 represent essential controls and have been published previously (13). (E, F) Scanning cross-linking of pBpa-containing mtRNAP and TFB2M. The ICs were assembled using 32P-labeled TFB2M, LSP, TFAM and mtRNAP having pBpa at the position indicated. (G) Pre-IC interacts with TFB2M when assembled on promoter DNA. The ICs were assembled as above using 591pBpa-mtRNAP and the LSP promoter (lane 2) or non-specific DNA (NS, lane 3).
Promoter templates for transcription assays

Templates for transcription assays were prepared by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of pT7blue plasmid containing −70 to +70 of native light strand promoter (LSP) sequence. PCR template with the HSP1 promoter contained native HSP1 sequence from −70 to +5 and a downstream sequence (from +6 to +70) identical to that of the LSP promoter. Thus, both LSP and HSP1 templates contained identical identical transcribed sequence. Sequences of the synthetic templates with LSP and HSP1 promoter used in cross-linking are shown in the Supplemental Material.

Transcription assays

Standard transcription reactions were carried out using synthetic or PCR DNA templates (50 nM), mtRNAP (50 nM), TFAM (50 nM), TFB2M (50 nM) in a transcription buffer containing 40 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 10 mM MgCl₂ and 10 mM DTT in the presence of ATP (0.3 mM), GTP (0.3 mM), UTP (0.01 mM) and 0.3 μCi[α-32P]UTP (800 Ci/mmole) to produce 17–18 mer RNA products. Reactions were carried out at 35°C for the 30 min and stopped by addition of an equal volume of 95% formamide/0.05M EDTA. The products were resolved by 20% PAGE containing 6 M urea and visualized by PhosphorImager (GE Health).

Protein–protein cross-linking using artificial photo reactive amino acid (pBpa)

The amber codon was introduced to TFAM or Δ119 mtRNAP gene using Quik-Change site directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent) as described above. Expression of pBpa-containing proteins was performed as described previously (13). The ICs were assembled using [32P]-labeled TFB2M (100 nM), C591pBpa-mtRNAP (500 nM), TFAM (600 nM) and LSP (500 nM) in a transcription buffer containing 0.1 mg/ml BSA and 70 mM NaCl, UV irradiated for 15 min, and the cross-linking species separated using 7% Tris-glycine SDS PAGE. The TFB2M–mtRNAP cross-link was excised from the gel, eluted with 0.2% SDS for 1 h at 4°C and precipitated with 80% acetone. The dried material (2 μl) was dissolved in solution containing 50 mM CNBr/ 0.2M HCl and incubated at 37°C for 10–30 min.

Construction of the TFB2M model

TFB2M model was built based on TFB1M coordinates (PDB ID 4GC5) using Swiss-Model Server (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Binding sites of TFAM and TFB2M on mtRNAP

The C-terminus of TFAM was found to interact with the N-terminal extension region of mtRNAP (residues 120–134, Figures 1B and 3) (13). This region, however, is represented only by an unassigned helix attached to the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) domain in the crystal structure of mtRNAP, thus precluding the modeling of the pre-IC. When analyzing cross-linking between mtRNAP and TFAM having photo reactive amino acid pBpa (parabenzoyl phenylalanine) inserted at positions 217 and 228 (or 233) we noticed a markedly different mobility of the cross-linked species, which was indicative of an additional site of interaction with mtRNAP (Supplementary Figure S1A). Using chemical peptide mapping we determined that pBpa228-TFAM and pBpa233-TFAM interact with region 444–462/473 of the D-helix of mtRNAP N-terminal domain (NTD) (Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure S1). Further, we mapped the interaction site of the pBpa227-TFAM between residues 120–150 in the N-terminal extension region of mtRNAP, suggesting that the C-terminus region of TFAM (the RKD loop) is located in close proximity to both identified structural elements in mtRNAP (Figure 1D). In agreement with these data, deletion of 15 or more C-terminal TFAM residues or substitution of the charged residues in the products of the reaction separated using 7% Tris-glycine sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE).
Figure 2. Identification of the binding sites in mtRNAP and TFB2M. (A, B) Mapping of mtRNAP–TFB2M cross-link. MtRNAP–TFB2M cross-link (lanes 1–3) and 32P-TFB2M (lanes 4–6) were treated with CNBr for the time indicated. Methionine cleavage pattern reveals two band representing labeled peptides 352–396 and 365–396 in TFB2M that were not shifted by the cross-linking to mtRNAP and is consistent with cross-link location between M315 and M352 in the α8 helix of TFB2M (lower panel and Supplementary Figure S3). (C) TFB2M mutant having substitutions in the α8 helix cannot support transcription. Transcription assay was performed with the wild-type (WT) (lanes 1–4) and mutant TFB2M (KHR/AAA, lanes 5–8). (D) Deletion of the B-loop of mtRNAP results in decrease of IC assembly efficiency. The pre-ICs were assembled using WT (lanes 1–6) and mutant TFB2M (lanes 7–11) or intercalating hairpin deletion (lanes 12–15) mtRNAP and incubated with TFB2M in the presence of DSG. (E) DNA–mtRNAP interactions in pre-IC and IC. The complexes were assembled on the LSP promoter containing photo reactive 4-thio UMP or 6-thio dGMP at the positions indicated and UV-irradiated. (F) Both TFB2M and mtRNAP interact with the −5 template base of promoter. The LSP promoter template containing 6-thio dGMP was incubated with the proteins indicated and UV irradiated. Note the increase of DNA–mtRNAP cross-link upon addition of TFB2M to the pre-IC (lane 4). (G) Mapping of mtRNAP interaction with the −49 template base in the pre-IC. The cross-linking was performed using Δ119 mtRNAP having NG pair at position 369 (lanes 1 and 2), 408 (lane 3), 443 (lane 4), 493 (lane 5) and 556 (lane 6). Cleavage of the NG369 and NG408 mtRNAP mutants generates a single labeled fragment corresponding to the C-terminal region of mtRNAP (lanes 2 and 3). The NG443 mtRNAP cleavage produces two fragments. One fragment corresponds to the N-terminal region (residues 44–443, 80% efficiency), the other fragment corresponds to the C-terminal fragment (residues 444–1230, 20% efficiency), suggesting that the major DNA cross-linking site is located between residues 409–443 (lane 4). Consistent with this, cleavage of NG493 and NG556 mtRNAPs verified that the location of the major cross-linking site was N-terminal to these cleavage site positions (lanes 5 and 6). Mol. weights of the protein markers (Mark12, Invitrogen) are indicated to the left of the panel (kDa).
Figure 3. Structural model of human mitochondrial transcription IC. The model combines data obtained by mapping of protein–protein and DNA–protein interactions (this work) as well as mapping of TFB2M interactions with the priming substrate and +1 template DNA base (13). Large horizontal bars denote mtRNAP (with major domain and structural elements indicated), TFB2M (blue) and TFAM (red). Lines and arrows connect contacts identified by cross-links from specific nucleotide positions or amino acids and protein segments (yellow shaded boxes) of mtRNAP or transcription factors. The positions of nucleotide residues are numbered relative to the promoter start site, which is denoted +1. The extent of promoter melting (region $-4$ to $+3$) is shown according to pre-melted promoter template assay (13). TFAM makes interactions with the $-15$/$-35$ region of promoter (not shown).

The RKD loop with uncharged residues resulted in a significant loss of transcription activity (Supplementary Figure S2 and Supplementary Table S1) (17).

We next probed interaction between mtRNAP and TFB2M in the IC using photo cross-linking. Based on the previously generated model of the IC (18), we made a series of mtRNAP variants having pBpa incorporated at the desired position (Figure 1E and F). Specific cross-linking was detected when the probes were located in the loop (termed here the ‘B loop’, res 588–604) adjacent to the intercalating hairpin of mtRNAP. The B loop is present in all mitochondrial RNAPs but is not found in phage RNAPs, suggesting a conserved role of TFB2M-like transcription factors in mitochondria. We found that deletion of this region results in inability of mtRNAP to support transcription initiation (18).

In a previous study, we demonstrated that the pre-IC could be assembled on non-specific DNA (13). Such complexes are likely transient, and dissociate if TFB2M is not present. In contrast, the IC could only form on a promoter template, as evidenced by cross-linking between TFB2M and mtRNAP (Figure 1G, lanes 2 and 3). In the absence of TFAM, TFB2M does not bind efficiently to mtRNAP (Figure 1G, lane 1) as the specific cross-link was detected only when the pre-IC was formed prior to addition of TFB2M. These findings further confirm the sequential model of transcription initiation in human mitochondria (13) (Figure 1A).

Using chemical mapping with CNBr under ‘single hit’ (19,20) conditions, we mapped the region in TFB2M that interacts with mtRNAP to the interval flanked by residues 315–352 (Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S3). This region corresponds to the $\alpha8$ helix in the model of TFB2M, which was built based on the structure of its homolog, TFB1M (21) (Figure 2B). Despite a relatively low-sequence conservation between TFB1M (which is not a transcription factor) and yeast homolog of TFB2M, Mtfl (transcription factor) these proteins exhibit high structural conservation (21,22). The very N-terminal domain of TFB2M (res 1–69) is implicated in DNA binding and interaction with the priming ATP (15), however, does not share any sequence homology with TFB1M and is illustrated as a dashed line in this model (Figure 2B).

To confirm the role of $\alpha8$ helix of TFB2M in binding to mtRNAP, we made substitutions of the solvent exposed charged residues in this region––K325, H326, R330 (KHR to AAA mutation) (Figure 2B). This mutant TFB2M was unable to support transcription (Figure 2B) further confirming the mapping data.

Finally, to confirm the TFB2M binding site on mtRNAP we analyzed the ability of deletion mutants of mtRNAP to form the IC. We employed a DSG cross-linker (Figure 1A) that allows linking of lysine residues located within $\sim8$ Å distance (23), and observed efficient cross-linking with wild-type mtRNAP and $^{32}$P-labeled TFB2M (Figure 2D). While the intercalating hairpin deletion mutant (deletion of res. 613–617) was also able to cross-link to TFB2M when assembled in an IC, deletion of the B-loop resulted in a dramatically lower cross-linking efficiency, confirming this structural element as a primary binding site for TFB2M (Figure 2D).

MtRNAP–DNA contacts become prominent upon recruitment of TFB2M to the pre-IC

Using the photo reactive base analogs 4-thio UMP and 6-thio dGMP (Figure 1A), we probed interactions between mtRNAP and TFB2M with promoter DNA. We found that
at most positions analyzed the cross-link between DNA and mtRNAP in the pre-IC was relatively weak (Figure 2E). Addition of TFB2M and formation of the IC resulted in a noticeable increase of the efficiency of DNA–mtRNAP cross-linking. We mapped the most efficient cross-links in the IC at positions −5 and −10 (Supplementary Figure S4). The −5G template strand base was found to interact with the intercalating hairpin (res. 604–614) and the (base of) specificity loop of mtRNAP, consistent with the location and function of these elements in T7 RNAP structure (24). Unexpectedly, we detected a strong cross-link between the −5G template base and TFB2M (Figure 2F, lane 4). This interaction was mapped to the N-terminal region of TFB2M (res. 1–59) (Supplementary Figure S4C) supporting previous observations that this functionally important region is inserted into the RNA–DNA hybrid binding cavity of mtRNAP (15). Further upstream of the promoter start site, the −10G base was found to interact with the specificity loop of mtRNAP (Supplementary Figure S4D and E). Consistent with these data, deletion of the tip of the loop (res. 1087–1099) results in a variant of mtRNAP that is active on RNA–DNA scaffold but unable to support promoter-driven transcription (Supplementary Figure S4F).

Finally, we mapped interactions between the far upstream region of promoter DNA (at base −49) and mtRNAP in the pre-IC (Figure 2G). This cross-link has been previously shown to be TFAM dependent and suggested that mtRNAP is sandwiched between the upstream and downstream promoter regions (13). Using site-specific protein mapping employing a hydroxylamine cleavage reaction, the region of interaction with the −49 base was mapped to the solvent-exposed loop (residues 415–426) between the D helix and the β-strand A in the N-terminal domain of mtRNAP (Figures 2G and 3).

Spatial organization of the human mitochondrial pre-IC

The large body of cross-linking and functional data indicates that TFAM binds mtRNAP only in the presence of DNA and that this process is TFB2M-independent. To obtain a structural model of the pre-IC, we combined two experimentally determined models: the high-resolution structures of human mtRNAP (18) and the TFAM/DNA complex (25,26), using the cross-linking data as constraints. For the purposes of modeling we assumed that only minor conformational changes would occur in the individual protein molecules upon their interaction. We also used a related T7 RNAP promoter complex (24) as a reference for location of the downstream DNA region. First, we extended the DNA of the TFAM/DNA complex at both ends to include the mitochondrial promoter region from −14 to −5, which is within the mtRNAP footprint (15,27). This region was aligned in the same orientation as the upstream DNA of the promoter complex of T7 RNAP (24), which was previously suggested by homology modeling (18). Second, TFAM region 227–232 was positioned in proximity to the mapped region 444–462 in the D helix of mtRNAP, according to the cross-linking data. Finally, the TFAM region centered near residue 217 was placed in proximity to the N-terminal extension of mtRNAP, of which only one unassigned helix is visible in a crystal structure (18) (Figures 3 and 4 and Supplementary Figure S5).

In this model, the DNA bent by TFAM is wrapped around mtRNAP and the promoter is directed toward the intercalating hairpin and the specificity loop of mtRNAP which have been implicated in promoter melting and recognition, respectively (18,28,29) and found to interact with the DNA in cross-linking studies (this work). The region of the D helix distal to TFAM contains a large number of positively charged residues such as R431, K435, K443, R477 and R481 that may be involved in interaction with DNA upstream of TFAM (Figure 4). The upstream portion of the promoter DNA (region −35/−60) contours the mtRNAP molecule along its N-terminal domain and required a bend of ∼15–20° to avoid clashes with the protein body. In agreement with the model, the −49 base of promoter DNA is within interacting distance of the loop (415–426) mapped in cross-linking experiments, further validating the model of the pre-IC (Figure 4).

The modeling places TFAM residue 217 in proximity to the PPR domain and an unassigned helix in the N-terminal extension region of mtRNAP. In the model, the residues in TFAM that cross-link to mtRNAP (R227, K228 and R233) face mtRNAP and fall within the theoretical interaction range of the cross-linkers used (13). Consistent with this, TFAM residues G226 and T234 which did not produce an efficient cross-link with mtRNAP when substituted with pBpa face away from the mtRNAP surface (Figure 4).

Model of transcription initiation in human mitochondria

The cross-linking data indicate that in the absence of the promoter TFB2M is unable to bind to mtRNAP efficiently suggesting that binding of TFAM and promoter DNA causes structural changes in mtRNAP. Since the N-terminus of TFB2M is directed toward the active site of mtRNAP, where it interacts with both the priming ATP and a templating (+1) DNA base, such changes should provide a passage within mtRNAP in order to accommodate TFB2M. The opening of a nucleic acid binding cavity and movement of the N-terminal domain relative the palm domain was observed in the structure of mtRNAP elongation complex (16). We therefore used this structure to model interactions within the IC (Figure 5). To model the melted promoter DNA region proximal to the start site, we used homology modeling with the T7 RNAP IC (24). The DNA duplex in this complex is melted in the region from +3 to −4, which is consistent with the data for mtRNAP promoter complex (15). TFB2M was docked manually to the B loop of mtRNAP so it would come in a close proximity to the α8 helix of TFB2M. We further considered that, since the N-terminal extension region of TFB2M interacts with both −5 and +1 bases of the template strand of promoter DNA, the only way for TFB2M to reach the active site of mtRNAP would be via the opening between the thumb (res 720–760) and the intercalating hairpin of mtRNAP. This restraint sets the orientation of TFB2M relative to mtRNAP and results in minimal clashes between these proteins (Figure 5). As we noted previously when modeling the melted promoter region into mtRNAP structure, the intercalating hairpin clashes with the promoter DNA indicating that its location is not fixed in the apo enzyme (18). In phase
RNAPs, this structural element is inserted between DNA strands and maintains the trailing edge of the transcription bubble during initiation of transcription (30,31). Our cross-linking data indicate that the intercalating hairpin interacts with the −5 base of promoter only when TFB2M is present (Figure 2F and Supplementary Figure S4). We therefore propose that binding of TFB2M to the adjacent B-loop pushes the intercalating hairpin toward the DNA duplex and forces it to assume a position identical to the position of the corresponding loop in T7 RNAP IC. The repositioning of the intercalating loop may open the passage between the N-terminal domain and the thumb allowing access of TFB2M to the active site of mtRNAP. However, TFB2M likely has an additional role during initiation of transcription. The major specificity element in phage RNAPs—the specificity loop—is a β hairpin that inserts into the major groove of promoter and makes multiple interactions with DNA bases at position −7 to −11 in T7 promoter (31,32). While essential for promoter-driven transcription in human mitochondria (Supplementary Figure S4), this element does not interact with promoter in the pre-IC and becomes engaged in DNA binding only when TFB2M is bound. This suggests that TFB2M can reposition not only the intercalating hairpin but also the specificity loop of mtRNAP so it can bind and recognize promoter.

Mechanism of promoter binding and recognition and implications for transcription regulations

Our data suggest an elaborate mechanism of promoter binding and recognition by mtRNAP in which both transcription initiation factors are required for the specificity of promoter interactions. While TFAM is an abundant mitochondrial protein covering the entire mtDNA, interactions with this factor and the upstream promoter region are essential for the proper geometry of the pre-IC. In the absence of TFB2M, mtRNAP appears to have very few (if any) specific contacts with promoter DNA. In the IC, mtRNAP interacts the trailing edge of the transcription bubble via intercalating hairpin to maintain separation of the DNA strands and TFB2M is required for these interactions (15). However, TFB2M likely has an additional role during initiation of transcription. The major specificity element in phage RNAPs—the specificity loop—is a β hairpin that inserts into the major groove of promoter and makes multiple interactions with DNA bases at position −7 to −11 in T7 promoter (31,32). While essential for promoter-driven transcription in human mitochondria (Supplementary Figure S4), this element does not interact with promoter in the pre-IC and becomes engaged in DNA binding only when TFB2M is bound. This suggests that TFB2M can reposition not only the intercalating hairpin but also the specificity loop of mtRNAP so it can bind and recognize promoter.

In all living systems that rely upon multi-subunit RNAPs, regulation of transcription initiation is achieved during promoter binding and melting steps (33–35). Our model of a sequential assembly of the IC suggests that this approach is also used by human mtRNAP, a member of arguably the oldest family of polymerases—Pol A—that includes phage RNAPs, RT polymerase, bacterial DNA pol I, and single-subunit RNAPs from mitochondria and plastids. Notably, RNAPs of the Pol A family lack subunits dedicated for sequence-specific promoter recognition such as sigma in bacterial RNAPs. While inherently limited in ability to recognize many different promoters and regulatory signals, mtRNAP employs a set of transcription factors with specialized functions to reposition structural elements that are involved in promoter binding and recognition, and conserved between the members of Pol A family of RNAPs.
Figure 5. A model of transcription initiation process in human mitochondria. The models of the pre-IC and IC are shown as a surface representation. The IC model was generated using mtRNAP ‘open’ conformation found in the elongation complex (PDB ID 4BOC). MtRNAP subdomains are colored according to Figure 3, TFB2M is in light blue. The model suggests that the N-terminus of TFB2M descents into the active site of mtRNAP by passing through the opening between the thumb subdomain and the intercalating hairpin.
The most dramatic example of such a modification involves the ability of TFB2M to reach the active site of mtRNAP upon repositioning of other elements (15). While the ability of auxiliary initiation factors such as sigma in bacteria and TFIIH in eukaryotes to participate in catalytic functions of RNAP have been documented (36,37), only TFB2M has been found to make direct contact with the priming substrate. The apparent advantage of this modified approach is an opportunity to regulate replication and expression of mitochondrial genome at various stages of the cell cycle or in response to the energetic state of the cell (15,38). Studies of the extent of this regulation and the mechanisms behind it are crucial for further our understanding of mitochondrial functions.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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